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Description

Gulf Drug Careers

There’s good news for both newcomers and seasoned professionals. In Dubai, Gulf Drug Careers is
available. Gulf Drug Careers has a lot of job vacancies in Dubai. They provide retail services in Dubai,
United Arab Emirates. Gulf Drug Careers  is looking for a few enthusiastic people that are prepared to
put in a lot of effort. You should apply if you feel you are competent in completing these fundamental
jobs offered by Gulf Drug Careers
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gulf drug company vacancies

A strong CV might improve your chances of landing a job in Dubai. Prepare a great CV by doing your
study. If you do not have a CV, you may obtain one by clicking on the following link.

Dubai CV: Click here to download a CV for Dubai Jobs

Walk-in interviews: Check the latest walk-in interviews jobs in Dubai

Jobs Details: Gulf Drug Careers
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 Hospital Name Gulf Drug

 Job Location Dubai

 Nationality Any Nationalities

 Education Equivalent degree/diploma holders

 Experience Mandatory

 Salary Discuss during an interview

 Benefits As per UAE labor law

 Last Updated on 19 March 2023
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Gulf Drug Careers

About Gulf Drug:

As the healthcare sector continues to grow exponentially, Gulf Drug has established itself as one of the
largest distribution channels in the GCC region. We focus on delivering outstanding healthcare across
a broad range of services including consumer healthcare, private and institutional pharmaceutical
businesses, medical equipment, medical supplies as well as veterinary care. We also cover turnkey
hospital projects.
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Through its stature as part of the Al Moosa Healthcare Group, Gulf Drug strives to lead the
transformation of the healthcare system to ensure quality, accessible and affordable care for all. With a
background of almost 50 years of experience and a network spreading across the United Arab
Emirates, we are confident you will not find a more capable partner.
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ulfdrug’s history has been tied with the early history of healthcare in the UAE since its inception, 
providing for hospitals, clinics, pharmacies and other institutions in all UAE. 

Gulfdrug was established in 1969 initially starting as a pharmaceutical importer then branching into 
other medical categories in Dubai and has since then progressed side by side with the development, 
growth and maturity of the various health institution’s in the UAE.

Having started as a pharmaceutical importer Gulf Drug has progressed over the year:

60’s it started importing medical disposables and devices
70’s it imported high tech medical equipments
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80’s started importing comprehensive total product and services
90’s and currently provides one of the most comprehensive total product and services solutions to the 
healthcare industry.

For career opportunities, you may send an email to talents@gulfdrug.com For other inquiries, we are
easily reachable through the “Contacts” section on our official site.

(Daily Fresh List Of Walk In Interview 100+ Click Here)

List Of Gulf Drug Careers In Dubai Positions (New Updates):

Job Title Location
Administrative Officer. Emiratisation Department Abu Dhabi

Medical Sales Representative. Pharmaceutical and Consumer Department Dubai

Biomedical Engineer. Medical Equipment Dubai

SEND YOUR CV FIRECTLY AT (aereport@gulfdrug.com)

How to Apply For Gulf Drug Careers Vacancies?

If you have taken the decision to apply for Dubai jobs to change your lifestyle, and you are interested
to apply for any of the jobs above, then it’s very simple. Just click on the following button to upload
your resume (CV). Once you clicked it will take you to the main page of the above company’s website.
There, you will be able to apply for your favorite job.
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gulf drug vacancies

We would highly recommend you modify your CV as per the company’s profile or as per the jobs
description. By this, your chances of getting jobs in Dubai will automatically be increased. We wish 
you the best of luck. gulf drug company careers

999+ New High Salary Jobs Click Here Now
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